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Movie history: Babli is a street smart car
mechanic mechanic in an orphanage. He
gives helpful tips, answer questions and

complete tasks from simple to complex. It
also offers holiday gifts and upon request.

Partner sites for you: You can add your sites
to our directory absolutely free. It is very

easy to participate in the affiliate program of
our site. You place a link to our site, after the

site is moderated by the Directory
Administration, it is registered and becomes
available to all Internet users. If necessary,

you can make changes to the link text. If you
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have any questions, please contact the
Marketing and Advertising Department.

Website directory management: In order to
add a site to our Directory, you need to: 1.

Register on the site 2. Send us an email
indicating the full URL of your site 3. After
the site is checked by the site moderator, the

site will be added to the directory. The
catalog is closed from 01/01/2008 to

30/12/2008 Site visitors for today (today in
total - 21): 98 users online 245 guests online
Visited our site today: Admin Today is a site
mirror and the only directory on the web. 2
users are online now Flash to Java Shell for

website programming or JS framework.
Depending on the language (PHP, Java,

JavaScript) and version, Java-Script files can
be transferred to the server, as well as using

the plugin store. I like Guest Today is a
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mirror of the site, which provides
information about orphanages and

orphanages in Russia. Various materials on
the organizations of these institutions - phone

numbers, addresses, photos, videos, etc. In
addition, ratings of orphanages are presented,

and it is also possible to send a letter to the
selected organization.
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